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There is truth as well as ingenuity there* In all
directions more and more emphasis is required to seize
attention* The newspaper has been swept along by the
stream of tendency* In one office pages are schemed and
given to the sub-editors for the skeleton to be clothed*
This has a most excellent effect on the eye; it achieves
balance and symmetry* But what happens if a " deep
top " has to be found and there is nothing among the
available stories that seems worth such prominence ? In
that event something must be pushed into prominence
and the news value subordinated to the look of the page*
The News Editor does not like this, nor perhaps do the
sub-editors; but they must carry out instructions,
although they chafe against it* Between them and the
News Department there is almost bound to be a feud*
Their ideas and the News Editor's seldom agree. On
stories that he has worked up with enthusiasm they may
look with little favour* His views of relative values may
clash with theirs* However, they must manage to pull
together or the paper would suffer*
They must be in agreement also about the avoidance
of any piece of news that might interfere with the chief
proprietor's financial or social aims* There was once
trouble in the Mail office about a story of elopement in
high life* This was published just as the owner and his
wife were making friends among the aristocracy* Lincoln
Springfield, who was the News Editor responsible (the
story is told in his amusing book, Some Peculiar People),
heard from his chief that " everybody was refusing the
invitations to their next entertainment, that people
weren't at home to them, and that unmistakable snubs
were being administered to them on all sides*" A sound
rating was administered for "a ghastly indiscretion*"
That was a trifle*   More serious troubles have resulted

